
300 Series Songs

Alphabet Cheer (Song 301)
Use pompoms

ABCD-EFG-HIJK-LMNOP-QRS-TUV-WXY 
and Z!!!
Big Jump for Z!!!!

Clean-up (Song 302)
Use  for pompom clean-up
Clean –up, Clean-up.  Everybody 
everywhere
Clean –up, Clean-up.  Everybody do 
your share
Repeat

Bye-bye (Song 303)
Use to collect all supplies except pompoms

Bye –bye eggs
Bye-bye eggs
Bye-bye eggs
It’s time to say goodbye
Repeat

Shake Your Eggs (Song 304)
Use egg shakers (can also be used with scarves)
Shake your eggs on your head, on your 
head
Shake your eggs on your head, on your 
head
Shake your eggs on your head
Then pretend to go to bed
Shake your eggs on your head, on your 
head

Shake your eggs on your knee, on your 
knee
Shake your eggs on your knee, on your 
knee
Shake your eggs on your knee
Then pretend it’s a cup of tea
Shake your eggs on your knee, on your 
knee

Shake your eggs on your toes, on your 
toes
Shake your eggs on your toes, on your 
toes
Shake your eggs on your toes
Toes rhyme with nose
Shake your eggs on your toes, on your 
toes

Shake your eggs at your ear, at your ear
Shake your eggs at your ear, at your ear 
Shake your eggs at your ear
Then pretend they’re antlers like on a 
deer
Shake your eggs at your ear, at your ear

Shake and Stop (Song 305)
Use pompoms, scarves, or eggs

We’re going to shake and shake and 
shake 
and stop
We’re going to shake and shake and 
shake 
and stop
We’re going to shake and shake and 
shake 
and stop
And then we’ll shake some more.

The Sticks on the Bus (Song 
306)
(In the tune of ‘The Wheels on the Bus’)
Use rhythm sticks

The sticks on the bus go tap, tap, tap
Tap, tap, tap
Tap, tap, tap
The sticks on the bus go tap, tap, tap
All the through the town

Hammer…
Roll…
Zip…
Drum…
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Tap Our Sticks (Song 307)
(In the tune of 'Here We Go Round the Mulberry Bush')
Use rhythm sticks

This is the way we tap our sticks
Tap our sticks
Tap our sticks
This is the way we tap our sticks
In our KinderJam class

Hammer…
Roll…
Zip…
Drum…

Happy and You Know It (Song 
308)
Use rhythm sticks

If you’re happy and you know it, tap 
your sticks
If you’re happy and you know it, tap 
your sticks
If you’re happy and you know it
Then your face will surely show it
If you’re happy and you know it, tap 
your sticks

Hammer…
Roll…
Zip…
Drum…

Around and Around (Song 
309)
Use parachutes. (say words in a rhythmic chant)
Around and around and around we go
Around and around and around we go 
And Stop

...And Shake (children shake parachute)

...And Jump (children jump)

...And Squat (children squat)

...And Sit (children sit down)

Peek-A-Boo Extreme (Song 
310)
Use parachutes with children sitting on the floor around the 
parachute (say words in a rhythmic chant)
And shake it (shaking parachute)
And shake it (shaking parachute)
And shake it (shaking parachute)

And Peek-A-Boo (raise parachute over 
heads)
I see you (point to a child)
And you (point to a child)
And you (point to a child)
Repeat 3X

Here is the Letter (Song 311)
(In the tune of 'Where is Thumbkin')
Use alphabet mat and alphabet cards.  Choose four letters 
to highlight in class.  Insert the picture on the alphabet mat 
that corresponds with the letter you are singing about.  
(Example: M is for Mittens, D is for Dog)
Here is the Letter A
Here is the Letter A
Point to it
Point to it
A is for Apple
A is for Apple
Point to it
Point to it

Apple Tree (Song 312)
Say words in a rhythmic chant
Way up high in the apple tree Five little 
apples winked at me. 
I shook that tree as hard as I could... 
Down fell One apple
And mmm it was good. 
How many Apples left? 
1...2...3...4

Way up high in the apple tree Four little 
apples winked at me. 
I shook that tree as hard as I could... 
Down fell One apple
And mmm it was good. 
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How many Apples left?
1...2...3

Way up high in the apple tree Three little 
apples winked at me. 
I shook that tree as hard as I could... 
Down fell One apple
And mmm it was good. 
How many Apples left?
1...2

Way up high in the apple tree Two little 
apples winked at me. 
I shook that tree as hard as I could... 
Down fell One apple
And mmm it was good. 
How many Apples left? 
1

Now there is only One apple in the tree... 
We have to shake it extra hard!!! Get your 
muscles ready!!!!!

Way up high in the apple tree One little 
apples winked at me. 
I shook that tree as hard as I could... 
Down fell One apple
And mmm it was good. 
How many Apples left?
0

Rainbow Song (Song 313)
(In the tune of 'Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star') 
Use with rainbow streamers. 
Red and yellow, orange, Green
Blue and purple I have seen.
These 6 colors in the sky
Make a rainbow way up high
Red and yellow, orange Green
Blue and purple I have seen.

Repeat.
Submitted by Ms. Margaret 

Letter Hunting (Song 314)
Use with Alphabet Mats,clap hands, say in a rhythmic chant 

Weʼre going on a letter hunt
Wont you come along!
Weʼre going on a letter hunt
Help me sing my Song 
(point to each letter)
A,B,C,D,E,F,G
H,I,J,K,L,M,N,O,P
Q,R,S,T,U,V,W,X,Y and Z!

Now we know our letters 
Help me find each one.
Iʼll call it out and you find it
Letter Huntingʼs so much fun!

Listen as I call it out
Find the ________ 
shout it out:

______Says ___________

Whoo-Hooo! Letʼs do it again!
Submitted by Ms. Margaret

Red and Yellow (Song 315)
(In the tune of 'Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star') 
Use with rainbow streamers. 

Red and Yellow, Green and Blue
These are the colors over you.
Red is for an Apple
Green is for the Trees
Yellows for the Sunshine
And Blue is for the Seas

Red and Yellow, Green and Blue
These are the colors over you.

Repeat


